Outer hair cell activity is not required for the generation of the forward masking curve.
Forward masking of the auditory brainstem response (ABR) was achieved by increasing the time interval from 0 to 12 ms between the masker offset and the probe onset. The forward masking response demonstrated a near linear function with an approximate 3.0-dB increase in masking threshold for every millisecond interval increase in the control guinea pig. The slope of the masking curve at selected frequencies together with the quantification of hair cell loss through the analysis of cochlear surface morphology was studied before and after chemical insult. The intracochlear infusion of sodium salicylate caused an approximately 45-dB threshold shift of the ABR whereas the slope of the forward masking curve was not significantly different from the control values at the tested frequencies (1, 4, and 8 kHz). Systemic kanamycin administration (400 mg/kg body weight for 9 consecutive days) caused a permanent ABR threshold shift of 43-63 dB at 1, 4, and 8 kHz. The slope of the forward masking curve was not significantly different at 1 kHz despite significant outer hair cell loss. The slope of the forward masking curve at 4 and 8 kHz showed significant reductions at the time intervals between 0 and 4 ms. Analysis of the kanamycin-treated cochleae revealed not only significant outer hair cell loss throughout the cochlea but significant inner hair cell and inner pillar cell loss in the basal end of the cochlea. The results suggest that the outer hair cells are not needed for maintaining a normal forward masking curve, whereas the slope of the forward masking curve is sensitive to alterations induced to either the inner hair cells or the inner pillar cells.